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PA Keeps the Region Moving During
An Unprecedented Challenge
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey keeps the
region moving – that’s the one constant everyone can rely on
during these uncertain times and unprecedented challenges.
From the Port Authority Police Department,
to PATH, ports, terminals, airports, and
procurement and operations, every employee
has stepped up and risen to the occasion,
doing their part to ensure that the New York
and New Jersey metropolitan region continues
transporting people and goods, whether it’s
by air, land, rail, or sea.
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Employees are demonstrating resiliency
and agility in adapting new ways of getting
the job done. Human Resources, the Office of Ethics &
Cleaning at the Port Compliance and the Equal Employment Opportunity Office have
of New Jersey Office quickly transformed their mandatory trainings for new hires into
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Connecting Communities:
Port Authority Opens Goethals Bridge
Shared-Use Path
Traveling across the Goethals Bridge can now be done on
two feet or on two bicycle wheels, in addition to in a vehicle.
On Wednesday, March 4, the Port Authority unveiled
the new shared-use path on the Goethals Bridge.
In collaboration with the New Jersey Department of
Transportation, the New York Department of Transportation,
and the City of Elizabeth, the shared-use path provides safe
and seamless access between Staten Island in New York
and Elizabeth in New Jersey for
Cyclist with Deputy Director
pedestrians and cyclists.
of TB&T Dennis Stabile and

Cyclists with Interim
General Manager of the
Staten Island Bridges Robin
Bramwell-Stewart

QUICK LINKS

Bramwell-Stewart
Deputy Director of Tunnels,
Bridges & Terminals Dennis
Stabile and Interim General Manager of the Staten Island
Bridges Robin Bramwell-Stewart together opened the gate
to unveil the new shared-use path. They greeted eager
cyclists who had been awaiting the opening and as they
took their first bike rides over the bridge.
“What we were really seeking to do is make sure there is
a full plethora of transportation alternatives for everybody
using our facilities – this includes pedestrians and bikers,”
said Bramwell-Stewart. “What we’ve done out here is create
a safe and fully accessible 21st century bridge.”

continued on page 3 >

NBE Celebrates African American
Aviation Pioneers

Tips on Cleaning
Electronic Devices
We all know
how big a part
technology plays in
our daily lives. Many
of you are probably
reading this issue
of PA News on an electronic device
of some sort, whether it’s your work
computer or laptop or on a personal
device at home. It’s important to keep
the items around you clean. Here are
some tips for cleaning and disinfecting
your mobile devices, tablets, and
computers.
Contrary to what some people
thought until recently, Clorox and Lysol
wipes are the recommended products
to use for phones and tablets. They
won’t damage them, and it’s important
to use antiviral wipes on these devices
given how frequently we touch them.
Gently wipe down the surface of these
devices and avoid getting moisture
in any of the openings. On the other
hand, microfiber cloths should be
used to clean computer monitors,
without any cleaning product on them.
continued on page 2 >
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PA Chairman Thanks Facilities for
Their Efforts
On Monday, March 16, Port Authority
Chairman Kevin O’Toole conducted site visits
to several facilities to personally thank the
hardworking employees who have continued
to come to work every day – despite the
unprecedented challenges that everyone is
facing.
The region is currently going through some
very difficult times, but like other difficult times
the Port Authority has faced in the last 100 years,
each and every employee continues doing what
they do best – protecting the public and keeping
the region moving.
Among the facilities that Chairman O’Toole
visited were the Procurement Central Warehouse
(JAMS), Central Automotive, PATH Consolidated
Shops, PATH Control Center, the Midtown
Bus Terminal, and 4 World Trade Center. He
saw firsthand how PA employees’ incredible
dedication is helping the agency respond to the
evolving needs of the region as it deals with the
spread of COVID-19.
Despite these uncertain times, Port Authority
employees remain focused on providing vital
services. While much of the region has been
staying home and avoiding crowds, PA staff were
doing their jobs – and keeping the region moving.

continued from page 1>

In general, you should avoid touching
the screens on your desktops and
laptops. It’s also important to note that
lens cleaner sprays and wipes do not
have the sufficient level of alcohol in
them to kill bacteria and viruses. For
more information, view Apple’s devicecleaning tips.

PAPD Promotes
Childhood Reading
The Port Authority Bi-State
Coalition on March 2 participated
in "Read Across America Day" with
students from the Camden Street
Elementary School in Newark. The
National Education Association’s
Read Across America Day features
books that students can see
themselves reflected in, as well as
books that allow readers to see a
world or a character that might be
different from them.

PAPD Reaches Record Staffing Levels
After Graduation of 119th Class
The Port Authority Police Department force
is the largest it’s ever been following the March
12 graduation of 120 officers during a ceremony
held at the World Trade Center. With the new
graduating class, the PAPD now totals 2,232
members, the highest level in department
history.
The formal graduation of the 119th Police
Academy class – originally scheduled for
Friday, March 13 at St. Joseph’s High School in Metuchen
– was combined with the traditional ceremony at the 9/11
Museum.
This year’s class includes 89 college graduates and 20
military veterans, with 53 having prior law enforcement
experience. Seven recruits have family members who
previously served or are serving as PAPD officers. Read
more about three recruits who are carrying on the family
tradition in our Portfolio blog.
As part of the agency’s ongoing commitment to
diversity that reflects the region the Port Authority serves,
Hispanic Americans, African Americans, and Asian
Americans make up 30 percent of the graduating police
class. The recruits speak a total of 13 languages.

(From left to right) Officer Kyle King, Officer
Carl-Ann McBean, Sergeant Atiba JosephCumberbatch, Officer Tritina Amankwa, and
Officer Shauna Parker

(From left to right) Officer Tritina Amankwa,
Officer Kyle King, and Officer Carl-Ann McBean

(From left to right) Sergeant Atiba JosephCumberbatch, Officer Shauna Parker, Officer
Tritina Amankwa, Officer Carl-Ann Mcbean,
and Officer Kyle King
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“The newest members of the PAPD are
joining one of the nation’s most prestigious
police forces,” said Chairman Kevin O’Toole.
“They are sworn to protect all who use Port
Authority facilities, and we have the utmost
confidence they will perform their duties
admirably and with a singular sense of
purpose.”
“We welcome the 120 officers joining
the PAPD today, bringing the department
to the highest staffing level in its history,”
said Executive Director Rick Cotton. “This
increase is essential to the Port Authority’s
ongoing commitment to provide first-class
safety and security at the agency’s air, land,
rail, and sea facilities.”
“These officers have been provided with
exceptional training that will give them an
advantage in providing a unique level of
security to the millions of people who use our
facilities,” said Chief Security Officer John
Bilich.
“As these graduates begin their careers as
law enforcement professionals, they are now
equipped with training and resources to protect millions of people, not only in enforcing
laws but as first responders at the agency’s airports, tunnels, bridges, terminals and
PATH,” said PAPD Superintendent Edward T. Cetnar.
As part of their 26-week training, the new graduates studied the laws of both New
York and New Jersey and received comprehensive instruction in police procedures,
firearms usage, First Aid, and counter-terrorism techniques. They also received training
from a Holocaust survivor to help them examine the roots of prejudice and intolerance
and apply those lessons to police work.
Anyone interested in joining the department is encouraged to access the application
process through PAPDrecruit.com.

Part of the Port Authority’s $1.5
billion project to build a newer and
wider Goethals Bridge, the new
travel option provides enhanced
safety for cyclists and pedestrians
and speaks to the agency’s
emphasis on providing customers
with eco-friendly commuting
options.

Bumps in the Road
This year marks the 30th anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). To
mark the occasion, PA News is running a series of articles on ADA awareness and
highlighting accessibility-related achievements throughout the agency. A special ADA
30th anniversary celebration will be held on September 1, 2020 at 4 World Trade Center.
Ever wonder why some ramps and transit platforms
have rows of circular bumps, often yellow in color?
Those mysterious bumps, known as “detectable
warnings,” or “truncated domes,” are actually an early
warning system for pedestrians who are blind or who have
low vision. Detectable by canes and more visible because
of their color contrast, they alert pedestrians to transitions
along routes, changes in levels, and other potentially hazardous conditions. Detectable
warnings are an important way for people with visual
disabilities to safely navigate the built environment.
In PATH stations, all platform edges have rows of
detectable warnings at least 24 inches wide to alert
passengers that they are nearing the edge.
Those benefiting from detectable warnings include
PA employees with visual disabilities. Andrew Ellzey is

The 10-foot-wide, 7,300-footlong shared-use path is open to
the public every day from 6 a.m. to
midnight.

CALENDAR

PAHS Annual
Elizabeth Reyes Book
Award Scholarship
Deadline to apply: June 1.
Awards of $300 to $1,000.
For more information, see the flyer.

Got Remote
Tech Questions?
Join a TEC
WebEx

In this unprecedented situation,
the Technology Department is
ramping up the number of support
resources in addition to Help
Desk. Port Authority’s TEC team is
making it easy for you to get oneon-one help on common remote
working problems and topics,
include browser trouble, connection
issues, SAP, OneDrive, Multi-Factor
Authentication and more. Agency
experts are available to chat with
you via WebEx every weekday
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. – just
look for a daily TEC Broadcast
in your PA email with access
instructions and a list of that day’s
help topics.
You can also visit TEC’s
Remote Work eNet page for a
comprehensive list of job aids and
training resources.
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a timekeeper in the Chief Security Office. He handles a variety of administrative
duties, including timekeeping for the Port Authority Police Department. Andrew
has achromatopsia, a rare hereditary visual disorder characterized by complete
color blindness, extreme light sensitivity, and very low visual acuity (Andrew
is legally blind). He explains how important detectable warnings are in his life.
“Lack of access to transportation can be a barrier to living a more independent
life,” Andrew said. “One of the main reasons I moved to New York City was to
have access to public transportation like the subway and PATH in order to live an
independent life. Detectable warnings at transit platforms make that possible and
keep me safe.”
New York City Transit is currently experimenting with using detectable warnings
for wayfinding within subway stations, using colorful tactile surfaces to help
people with visual disabilities navigate
the subway independently. An “accessible
station lab” was recently set up at the Jay
Street-MetroTech station in Brooklyn for
the public to view and provide comments.
The Port Authority Abilities Network toured
the station in December to test various
accessibility features being piloted to
provide feedback and learn about best
practices for possible use in PATH stations.

In light of the public health
concerns we’re currently all facing,
rather than publicize any previously
planned retirement parties and
celebrations, we’re going to instead
give recognition to those employees
and encourage you to offer them your
well wishes.
Congratulations to Pat GillFelder, Adrienne Holmes, Tony
Marino, Zenobia Prince, Carmen
Rein, and Frank Sanfilippo, who
are some of our most recent and
upcoming retirees. Again, please join
us in offering them your best wishes
as they move on to new endeavors.

TRADING POST
Did you know that you can
use the Trading Post to
request an item you’re
looking for? Work with your fellow PA
employees to get any supplies you may
need. Get started here.

From Newark to World Trade, PATH Engineer Stays the Course
Originally published in Portfolio, written by Media Relations’ Abigail Goldring
The view from the front of a PATH train
on the Newark-World Trade Center line is
breathtaking.
PATH Engineer Elena Clarke enjoys
that rare view every day, watching the sun
set over the city skyline while she’s on the
job. “I remember when I first saw that view,”
she recalled as she headed east into New
York from Newark Penn Station on a recent
afternoon run.
Clarke sits at the front of the train,
controlling its speed among many
other crucial tasks in order to transport
thousands of passengers safely from
one side of the Hudson to the other. In
addition to operating the entire train, she’s
also looking out for hazards on the tracks
– everything from maintenance workers
to dropped cell phones – and constantly
coordinating with her fellow conductor and
the control desk.
“I don’t think people realize that there’s
a real person up front keeping that train
moving,” Clarke said. “I’m laser-focused
when I get in that seat. I’m the reason
people get to work or go home to their
families, and that’s a lot of responsibility,
but it’s really rewarding.”
Clarke wasn’t always in the driver’s seat.
After college, she wanted to be a professor
but eventually realized that she didn’t

want to be in school
for that long. After
a few different jobs,
her father, Michael
Clarke, a secondgeneration Port
Authority employee
(making her a third),
suggested that she go
after an engineer
or conductor job at
Elena Clarke operating
the PATH
PATH.
“My first thought
was, are you crazy? I can’t drive a train!”
Clarke remembered.
Nevertheless, she applied to work at
PATH. And although she was passing all
her tests, she still felt like she didn’t belong
in the engineer’s chair. “Before I started at
PATH, I thought working with trains was
a man’s world,” she said. “I thought I was
going to be looked at as a joke.”
But as Clarke transitioned from
passenger assistant to conductor to
engineer, she started to see the number of
female engineers increasing. Today, she’s
among 37 other female engineers, up from
just three in 2000. “I saw other women
doing the jobs that I wanted to do, and it
made me feel like I can do this and I want
to do this,” she said.

Operating a PATH train on the
system’s busiest line during rush hour
takes an incredible degree of focus
and quick decision-making. Dan Ryan,
a dispatcher based in Newark, has
experienced Clarke’s skill firsthand.
“Elena is so dependable. I know I can
count on her for anything, whether that’s
keeping her train on time or helping out a
fellow crew member,” he said.
Clarke’s job is not an easy one and
her dedication does not go unnoticed,
whether that’s out in the field below the
Hudson River or back at her parents’
house in South Carolina.
“If her grandfather was alive today,
he’d be very proud that she’s a third
generation
Port Authority
employee,” said
her father, Michael.
“Knowing that she’s
now confident in
what she initially
saw as a very
challenging job,
it also makes me
proud to have
her as my
Two generations of Clarkes
daughter and
(and Port Authority
my co-worker.”
employees)
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Final Roll Call for PAPD Lieutenant
Scott Glazer
On Thursday, March 5, Lieutenant
Scott Glazer participated in his Final Roll
Call, after 34 years of dedicated service
to the Port Authority Police Department.
His wife and children joined him to
celebrate the momentous occasion. LGA
Interim General Manager Anthony Vero,
Inspector Charles O’Connor, Chief Gloria
Frank, LGA Redevelopment staff, ARFF,
U.S. Secret Service, FBI, Department
of State, and PA Police Benevolent
Association president Paul Nunziato
were just some of those in attendance
who came to bid Lt. Glazer farewell.
An estimated 200 attendees, “the largest
number in the history of PAPD Final Roll Calls,” was a testament to the tremendous
impact he had on the agency. Lieutenant Glazer will be missed by his peers and
colleagues and will always be considered part of the LaGuardia Airport family. The
sky was clear blue, and a rainbow was seen as a water cannon salute was given to
celebrate the end of an era.

New Port Department Leadership
The Port Authority recently made several new leadership appointments in the
Port Department that will help steer the Port of New York and New Jersey through
a period of transformational growth and new facility enhancements, as well as
responding to and effectively capitalizing on an ever-increasing range of business
opportunities. The scope and pace of technical and operational changes the Port
faces calls for the Port Department to deploy a series of collaborative solutions to
increase facility capacity, improve utilization, and optimize financial performance.
Additionally, this must all be accomplished while reducing the environmental impact
of Port operations on the host communities.
The PA is fortunate to have robust talent both within the agency and in the
broader region that can champion projects, shape business arrangements, and
manage its facilities in a way that will have a dramatic and lasting impact on how
goods move efficiently through the bi-state region.
Michael Bozza will serve as Assistant Director,
Commercial Development, overseeing the Property/
Leasing and Business Development/Industry Relations
(BDIR) units. Mike began his Port Authority career
in August 2001 as a Management Associate. Upon
completion of the Associates program, Mike worked
with TB&T for several years before joining the Real
Estate Services Department as a Manager where he was
responsible for negotiating lease agreements valued at
over $35 million including the disposition of $120 million
in surplus properties. From there, Mike joined the Port Department in 2013 and
has held a series of progressively responsible positions in Port Leasing, Port
Operations, and most recently as the General Manager, New Jersey Marine
Terminals. Mike also spread his wings in the Aviation Properties group domiciled
at Newark Airport. Mike is well-positioned to leverage his broad experience
in commercial real estate and business development as well as his strong
relationships with port stakeholders in his new role to the Port Authority.

NBE Celebrates
African American
Aviation Pioneers
The Network of Black Employees
EBRG in collaboration with the
Aviation department last month held a
celebration entitled “Flight into Black
History Month.” The February 28
event highlighted pioneering African
American aviators, such as Dr. Mae
C. Jemison, M.D., the first African
American woman astronaut; Benjamin
O. Davis Jr., the first African American
student to graduate from West Point
and the first African American General
in the U.S. Air Force; Captain Patrice
Clarke Washington, the first African
American female airline Captain; and
Bessie Coleman, the first African
American to earn an international pilot’s
license and the first African American
woman to fly an airplane. At the event,
attendees were able to browse and
read posters and afterwards answer
questions presented in a quiz (without
looking at the posters or using Google
on their phones). There were prizes for
those who gave the correct responses.
It was a fun learning experience for all
in attendance.

(From left to right)
Audrey Dagnachew – NBE President,
Anthony Miller – NBE Vice President,
Ocean Stokes – NBE Communications Chair.

GOT NEWS FOR
NEXT TIME?
Do you have news from your team,
department or employee group to
share in the next PA
News? Send it to
panews@panynj.gov
by March 27 to be
included in the
April 3 issue.
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Erika Francis will join the Port Department and serve
as Assistant Director, Business Solutions. Erika will lead the
Department’s core business support functions that include
finance, employee engagement and human resources, business,
strategic and risk planning, market analysis and managing the
Port’s business items that flow to the Executive Director and Board
for review and approval. Erika joins the Port Authority after serving
fifteen years with Deutsche Bank, most recently as the Vice
President, Americas Finance Director based in New York City. Erika
has significant experience guiding large organizations through the
strategic and business planning process, improving business efficiencies, budgeting
and leading process improvement initiatives. She will be a tremendous complement to
the leadership team within Port and I welcome Erika to the Port Authority.
Fernando Martinez will become the General Manager, New
Jersey Marine Terminals. Fernando began his Port Authority
career in Engineering in 1994 after honing his engineering and
architecture skills in several private sector companies in the region.
He joined the Port Department as a Project Manager in mid-2001,
responsible for over $200 million in Tenant Alteration Application
submissions in support of the port’s first on-dock intermodal rail
terminal. Since that time, he has advanced to a Senior Program
Manager and was responsible for overseeing over $1 billion in
tenant redevelopment work and the execution and delivery of
another $1 billion in capital projects necessary to make the Port “Big Ship Ready.”
Fernando has proven himself to be an effective leader with keen strategic insights,
intimate knowledge of port facilities and tenant operations; skills that will serve him well
as he transitions to a new role within the Department.
Please congratulate and welcome the Port Department’s newest leadership team
members and support them in their new roles.

New OEEP Deputy Director
Vignesh Gowrishankar has joined the Port Authority as
Deputy Director, Office of Environmental and Energy Programs,
effective Monday, March 9.
In this role, Vignesh will be responsible for providing leadership,
strategic guidance, technical expertise, and accountability on
sustainability and environmental/energy matters in support of
the Port Authority’s sustainability commitments, capital plan,
and operations. Vignesh will help lead the development and
implementation of energy and sustainability policies and programs
to achieve the agency’s ambitious climate action agenda and sustainability objectives,
as well as enhance measurement and reporting on progress against these objectives.
Vignesh recently served as the Associate Director in the Climate and Clean Energy
program at the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC). In this role, Vignesh worked
on policies and programs designed to promote electric vehicles, renewable energy,
energy efficiency, and other clean energy technologies, and to enhance the electrical
grid. He also teaches courses in clean energy at the NYU Stern School of Business.
Prior to NRDC, Vignesh spent two years in Melbourne, Australia, where he served
as a senior policy adviser on climate change preparedness and mitigation at the
Department of Premier and Cabinet for the state of Victoria. He also worked as a
management consultant with McKinsey & Company, working in a variety of industries.
He received his Ph.D. from Stanford University researching solar cells and an M.S. in
Management Science and Engineering from Stanford University. His bachelor’s degree
is from the Indian Institute of Technology in Madras, India.
Please congratulate Vignesh, wishing him well and supporting him in his new role.
Together we will continue to advance the agency’s sustainability agenda.

At Newark Airport,
Operations Are
at the Center
Originally published in Portfolio,
written by Media Relations’ Abigail
Goldring
Mondays are usually a quiet
night of the week at Newark Liberty
International Airport. But on Monday,
March 16, Tom Bock, Manager of
Airport Operations, pointed to the
roadways (no traffic), to the parking
lots (mostly empty), and to the runways
behind the terminals, where only a few
planes stood.
“This is the emptiest we’ve seen
it,” Bock remarked, looking at a live
feed on the night of March 16 from the
Airport Operations Center (AOC).
Even with the roadways and
runways looking emptier than
usual, however, Newark’s AOC was
operating full speed ahead – and with
a cacophony of sound. The phones
were ringing off the hook. Staff were
chattering about the best ways to
answer incoming customer inquiries on
Twitter. Computers were dinging with
new emails. And in the background,
the dim voice of a news anchor was
keeping the room updated on the latest
coronavirus news.
“On a normal day, the phone rings
about once every 15 minutes, and we’ll
see about 60-80 tweets. Today, the
phone is ringing non-stop, and we’ve
seen about 230 tweets so far,” said
AOC Assistant Manager Steve Swain.
“But this staff knows what they’re
doing. They’re the best of the best.”
Shatoya Felder, an airport
customer experience specialist,
counted her call logs to show the sheer
volume she was managing. “The most
common question we’re getting today
is, ‘is the airport closed?’” Newark
Airport, she informed many of the
callers, was still operating.
Nearby, Antoinette Smith, a social
media monitor, was reading through
hundreds of tweets from customers
who had tagged @EWRAirport with
questions about screening procedures
and reaching their destinations on time.
“This job requires a lot of patience.
Passengers have a lot of questions,
and it’s my job to help them get the
information they need,” she said.
continued on page 7 >
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an easy to access webinar with all the same take-home
lessons and trainings. Just this week, a number of recent
hires completed the mandatory ethics training remotely.
Members of PA Parents Working Together, an Employee
Business Resource Group, are taking advantage of their
network to share tips, resources and emotional support
while balancing working from home and homeschooling
their children – keep an eye out for an upcoming Portfolio
blog post highlighting their efforts. And like many other
departments, staff in the Communications Office
are chatting and collaborating in real-time through
Microsoft Teams (and sharing plenty of funny memes).

Felder (left) and Smith (right) respond to
customer inquiries.
Cleaning at the GWB
Bus Terminal

As a further testament to the ingenuity and resourcefulness of PA staff during
these challenging times, several teams came together and worked on a solution to
a pressing need. Due to the limited availability of hand sanitizer dispenser stations
available for purchase, PA staff decided to fabricate
their own. Procurement’s Central Warehouse was able to
coordinate with different departments to fabricate Port
Authority-branded sanitizer stations.
Thanks to the efforts of Maintenance Supervisors
Steven Vendola and Mike Moroney and the team in
the Sign Shop, a total of 50 units were designed and
fabricated using separate components such as sign
stands and dispenser units. Amid mass shortages, Central
Warehouse and the Office of Emergency Management
procured New York State’s Clean hand sanitizer to be filled
in the dispensers. The completed hand sanitizer units
were then distributed and utilized by Aviation at JFK, EWR,
Cleaning at EWR Terminal B and LGA for incoming passengers.

Cleaning at the Oculus

Completed Sanitizer Station

Inspecting the Port

Loading Cleaning Supplies at
Procurement Central Warehouse

Making Sanitizer Signs

Loading Cleaning Supplies at
Procurement Central Warehouse

The Newark Liberty AOC was set
up in December 2019, joining JFK and
LaGuardia in providing centralized
coordination of day-to-day airport
activities and customer service. While
the coronavirus news continues to
rapidly change, one thing remains the
same at all Port Authority airports:
there are thousands of employees
continuing to do their jobs to help to
keep the region moving.

The action inside EWR Airport AOC.

With the advent of a national health
emergency dramatically affecting
airports and other transportation
hubs, the Newark Liberty AOC is also
working on the front lines with its
federal partners to assure a smoothas-possible experience for travelers
impacted by the events. Bock and his
team work closely with Customs and
Border Protection (CBP) personnel
serving at Newark Liberty, as well the
Transportation Security Agency (TSA),
and other agencies.
“It’s our job to keep the airport
operating and get passengers where
they need to go. We’re actively working
with partners at the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS), CBP,
Centers for Disease Control (CDC), and
the local health departments, to make
sure health screenings are safe and
efficient,” Bock said.
“On top of that, we’re deploying
extra customer service agents and
operations staff to help passengers
find their way and address any
concerns,” he said. “I know that
our efforts are making a difference
because I’ve read the tweets from
happy customers.”
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